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OVER 40 YEARS OF
BRITISH ENGINEERING

WELCOME

A T  T H E  H E A R T  O F  T H E  W O R L D ’ S  M O S T  P O W E R F U L  E N G I N E S

• HIGH VOLUME, O/E MANUFACTURING CAPABILITIES

 • SMALL QUANTITY FOR VINTAGE OR 
       SPECIALIST REQUIREMENTS

• EXTENSIVE R&D CAPABILITIES

	 • FEA AND PROTOTYPING SERVICES

• ARP DISTRIBUTOR

	 •	ACL/KING BEARING STOCKISTS

• GUARANTEED DELIVERY

	 • EXTREME PERFORMANCE

In 1974, David Arnold founded Arrow Precision on the principles of 
quality, innovation and service. Today, those ideals still guide the 
company under the direction of David’s son, Ian.

Long proud of our British heritage and located in the Midlands, the 
heart of Britain’s motor industry, Arrow Precision has been able to 
tap into the highly skilled engineering workforce that makes the  
region famous. This investment in people has allowed us to  
maintain exacting standards for achieving ultimate performance in 
all the components we manufacture.

In fact, performance is our engineering finish line. This is achieved
through continuous inward investment in skilled, experienced  
people and working practices. Accuracy and efficiency, precision 
and attention to detail are the standards we build into our  
production process and that are fostered throughout our custom 
design-for-manufacture environment.

http://arrowprecision.com
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OVER 40 YEARS OF
BRITISH ENGINEERING

As Arrow Precision gained a reputation in the global motorsport 
industry, we have been able to keep our manufacturing process
flexible and we proudly supply single custom pieces alongside full 
production capabilities. We are ISO 9001:2008 quality management 
certified and with our new manufacturing techniques and an 
increased number of staff, our customers throughout the world rely 
on the extreme quality and  short lead times of every Arrow part.

Our commitment to engineering precision crankshafts, 
connecting Rods, cam Followers and other engine components 
has allowed  Arrow Precision to supply the world’s top engine 
manufacturers, builders and tuners. Provide us with your technical 
requirements and we will find a high-performance solution, no 
matter how extreme.
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OVER 40 YEARS OF
BRITISH ENGINEERING
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OVER 40 YEARS OF
BRITISH ENGINEERING

AT THE HEART OF ARROW PRECISION

Quality. Innovation. Performance. The hallmarks of Arrow Precision.  
The highest quality raw materials, cutting edge methods and the 
experience of superbly skilled designers and engineers go into the 
making of every Arrow Precision part. Constantly innovating on behalf 
of our high-performance customer base enables us to lead the field in 
product development.

Utilising years of experience, the design team produce bespoke, 
technically proven designs for crankshafts, connecting rods and- other 
engine components. Working closely with customers, the team create 
full 3D models and manufacturing drawings from early concepts. FEA 
testing of designs indicate to what degree loads from combustion and 
inertia will stress and deform the connecting rod and crankshaft, as 
well as how vibrations may affect the respective components. The 
analysis demonstrates the validity of one design over another for a 
given load case.
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OVER 40 YEARS OF
BRITISH ENGINEERING

INNOVATING PERFORMANCE

The M2000 high performance connecting rod bridges the gap in the
market for superior performance and exceptional strength at a price 
that is financially viable. Based on material research, M2000 is an  
ultra-high strength steel connecting rod with high core hardness that 
maintains ductility.

Careful selection of chemistry and heat treatment practice gives 
M2000 a complete balance of mechanical properties and close  
tolerances for demanding applications. It is particularly suited to high 
stress usages where rod distortion can occur, such as in forced  
induction engines.

MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE

We specify only the highest quality materials from mills in Western  
Europe to ensure they meet our strict quality standards. Before  
machining is undertaken, detailed drawings are produced to confirm 
material specification, bushing requirements, dimensions and  
fastener types.

Ensuring our customers know exactly when their parts will arrive, we
schedule the approved design in the machine shop to assign an  
accurate delivery time. The same determination to reach our own high 
standards of excellence are given to every customer whether we  
produce one part or hundreds.
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COMPETITION
CRANK SHAFTS

Engineering a precision detailed crankshaft begins with only the highest quality
materials and a flexible batch manufacturing process. Arrow Precision
work to your exacting standards whether you need a custom single piece
reverse engineered to stunning perfection, a pre-production concept, or
a full production run. Choosing an Arrow Precision crankshaft means you have 
full control throughout the design and manufacturing process.

Ultimate performance is our engineering finish line. This is achieved
through continuous inward investment in skilled, experienced people and
working practices. Accuracy and efficiency are the hallmarks of a precision
crankshaft. These standards are incorporated into our streamlined production
process and fostered through a ‘design for manufacture’ environment at the 
conceptual and detail stages. This minimises lead times and
guarantees quality.

	 • RANGE OF HIGH QUALITY STEELS

	 	 • FULLY MACHINED

	 • FULL CLIENT CONTROL

	 	 •	CUSTOM ORDERS

	 • 100% MAGNAFLUX TESTED

	 	 •	DYNAMICALLY BALANCED

“We demand high quality and that is 
what we get from Arrow Precision.” 

Tim Roberts, Ilmor
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COMPETITION

CRANKSHAFTS

Supplying many of the world’s top engine manufacturers, builders and tuners
demands an understanding of their requirements, no matter how  extreme. 
We make use of 3D CAD and CAM to ensure a smooth process for translating 
those requirements into a finished precision product.

Crankshaft manufacture begins with either a solid billet of our own specification 
722M24 or other commercially available aerospace grade steels. For 
production runs we also develop and machine from premium grade Arrow 
forgings or customer supplied free-issue forgings. Depending upon your 
project requirements a variety of heat treatments including stabilising, 
hardening & tempering and gas or plasma nitriding can be utilised.

CNC lathes, 4-axis mills plus state of the art 5-axis work centres and CNC 
grinding facilities allow the most complex designs to be manufactured to the 
highest standard, enabling the prototype development cycle of products to be 
minimised. A detailed manufacturing route plan allows full progress monitoring 
and traceability during the production process.

ISO accredited, our well-equipped and temperature controlled inspection
department offers full CMM inspection capabilities in addition to providing
roundness and topographical traces plus full ISIR reporting and material
certification on request.
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COMPETITION
CRANK SHAFTS

Images courtesy of Radical Sportscars Ltd

“Manufactured to the highest quality.” 
RadicalSportscars 
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     Additional services available:

• FULL CUSTOM DESIGN SERVICE

	 •		REVERSE ENGINEERING FACILITY   

• CERTIFICATION OF MATERIAL,        
   HEAT TREATMENT, BALANCING,

	 •	FEA ANALYSIS

•  ROUNDNESS AND TOPOGRAPHY TRACE

	 • CONTROLLED SUPERFINISHING

 
Arrow’s Design and Production Engineers collaborate closely with OE client 
design departments to refine prototype designs for manufacture whilst 
minimising production costs and lead times. For relevant applications our 
design team offer the ability to reverse engineer a sample, thus providing a 
platform for the design of a bespoke high performance crankshaft tailored to 
your specifications.

Arrow Precision continue to build upon its proud traditions of craftsmanship 
and technical excellence, today these are enhanced through new working 
practices and technological advances in both design and manufacturing.

To manufacture the best that technology can provide, 
but	always	with	the	benefit	of	experience.
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COMPETITION
CRANK SHAFTS

“We need to work with the best suppliers in 
the World, we work with Arrow.”

Dave Mountain, Mountune
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CONNECTING RODS

Weight. Strength. Balance. The prerequisites of performance in a competition 
steel connecting rod. Through advances in technology and automation, it is 
now possible to attain all three together.

A flexible manufacturing process allows Arrow Precision to produce varying 
quantities of connecting rods for a spectrum of applications. Arrow’s 
experienced engineers and designers will develop an enhanced product based 
on your tried and tested designs, or create a new design that improves 
performance and delivers your team the winning edge. Every connecting rod 
we produce is created with the same care and attention to detail, whether you 
need a single rod, or several thousand.

WHEREVER HIGH POWER 
APPLICATIONS DEMAND A STRONG AND 

LIGHT CONNECTING ROD THAT CAN 
TAKE THE STRESS, YOU’LL FIND 

ARROW PRECISION RODS.
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STEEL
CONNECTING RODS

Arrow Precision steel connecting rods are found in almost every arena of 
motorsport as well as in a wide variety of the world’s most prestigious 
motor vehicles.

Our steel connecting rods are fully machined in-house from our own 
specification double air re-melted 817M40 forgings. All rods are shot peened 
using our automated process to increase fatigue strength and durability. 
The rods are balanced end over end into matched engine sets and are 100% 
Magnaflux crack detected prior to CMM inspection in our temperature 
controlled quality department.

Our design team works closely with each customer using the latest CAD 
CAM technology to optimise each design, whether it be a fully 3D machined 
prototype for an OE client or custom made connecting rods for race 
applications.

For customers with extreme requirements, we have developed our M2000 
grade of steel. Careful development and control of the material chemistry and 
heat treatment has led to an excellent balance of mechanical properties. With a 
tensile strength in excess of 2000 MPa and a high fatigue rating it is suitable for 
use in the most heavily loaded engines.

We work closely with ARP to select the best available stock fastener for each 
project, alternatively Arrow provide a purpose designed fastener custom 
manufactured by ARP for use in our premium product range.

In addition to custom batch manufacture, we also stock a wide variety of 
connecting rods for many popular modern and vintage race engines.

“Arrow crankshafts and connecting rods 
not	only	meet,	but	exceed	our	most	

stringent requirements.”
Jörn Gander, Head of Vehicle Development, Brabus
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M2000
CONNECTING RODS

A new generation connecting rod. Arrow’s M2000 is a truly exciting and  
innovative advancement in material specification. The M2000 high  
performance connecting rod bridges the gap in the market for superior  
performance and exceptional strength at a price that is financially viable. Based 
on material research, M2000 is an ultra-high strength steel connecting rod with 
high core hardness that maintains ductility.

Careful selection of chemistry and heat treatment practice gives M2000 a 
complete balance of mechanical properties for demanding applications. It is 
particularly suited to high stress usages where rod distortion can occur, such 
as in forced induction engines.

• EXCEPTIONAL CORE STRENGTH (2100 MPa)

	 •	HIGH FATIGUE STRENGTH

• INCREASED DURABILITY

	 •	IDEAL FOR HIGH STRESS 
    APPLICATIONS

• ENABLES REDUCED COMPONENT MASS

“Arrow sets the standard 
in engine design.”

Matt Clark, Roger Clark Motorsport
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ONE PIECE
CONNECTING RODS

Ultra-high performance one-piece connecting rods engineered to lighten 
reciprocating mass whilst retaining strength.

Innovation in heat treatments and materials go into our three types of non-split 
rods. For designs with liners in the big end and a bronze floating small end, our 
EN24 nickel chrome molly forgings offer strength and durability. For lightweight 
applications we offer a lined design in 6AL-4V titanium. For unlined versions, we 
use carburised steel and the con rod is heat treated in the necessary areas, 
giving the strength of a lined rod, but making it 20 % lighter.

 • CHOICE OF MATERIALS AND 
     HEAT TREATMENTS  

• CUSTOM MANUFACTURING
 
	 • UNIQUE FORGINGS
  
•	LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN
 
	 • HEAT TREATED BORES FOR BEARING  
     RUNNING SURFACES
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CLASSIC & VINTAGE
CONNECTING RODS

•  CUSTOM ORDERS

	 •		UNIQUE LONG FORGINGS

•  BALANCED END TO END

	 •		UNIFORM MACHINE PEENING

•  100% MAGNAFLUX TESTED

	 •		LASER ETCHED

True to British motoring spirit, we have a passion for beautiful cars and the  
craftsmanship that goes into building and maintaining them. We offer our 
customers a service that uses unique forgings, bespoke designs and one-off 
manufacturing to produce a complete set of rods for classic and vintage cars.

With a unique range of six forgings including a 24” long nickel chrome steel 
forging, our design engineers are able to replicate an original design for historic 
reference or have the expertise to adapt and improve the specification for any 
race application.

Images courtesy of Eagle E-Types
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TITANIUM
CONNECTING RODS

 •  30% WEIGHTSAVING

•		TITANIUM GRADE 6AL-4V

 •  CrN COATED

•		BALANCED END TOEND WITHIN A GRAM

 •  CUSTOM DESIGNED MULTIPHASE 
      FASTNERS

At the edges of extreme performance, drivers and engineers need every  
advantage. Arrow Precision titanium connecting rods provide a substantial 
weight saving whilst retaining the strength and reliability normally associated 
with a steel rod design.

Arrow have developed a unique manufacturing process to address the  
common problem of fretting between the bearing shells and big end housing. 
Additionally, a CrN coating is applied to prevent thrust face wear.

When it comes to designing for extreme performance, Arrow Precision is a 
partner you can rely on. Full client control and a flexible manufacturing process 
allows us to work closely with your team to design and manufacture  
championship winning rods.

“Arrow’s	expertise,	manufacturing	
and quality standards match up to our 

own	expectations.”
Ilmor

Custom designed multiphase fastners
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CAM FOLLOWERS

Experience true durability, reduced friction and higher performance through 30 years of 

Arrow Precision innovation. Machined from solid steel, Arrow followers feature a thin wall 

section and strengthening rib to minimise weight without compromising durability.

Reliability is further enhanced through careful material selection and controlling the 

surface finish on the working face to within 0.2 Ra. For customers seeking the ultimate 

in performance and low friction, Arrow followers can be Superfinished to 0.05 Ra and 

DLC coated.

A wide range of followers are kept in stock for next day delivery and a full custom 

manufacturing service is also available.

 •  NITRIDE HARDENED

•		OPTIONAL DLC COATED

 •  EN40B BILLET

•		HIGHDIMENSIONAL ACCURACY

 •  GUARANTEED DELIVERY

•		CUSTOM ORDERS

 •  STOCK ITEMS

“Arrow components allow us to use British precision 
engineering in many race and prestigious 

high performance road engines”
David Jack, Managing Director, Aston Engineering Ltd
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MORE ARROW
PRODUCTS

FLYWHEELS
Lighter, perfectly balanced and custom made to an exact fit with any specialist clutch. 

In both integral or separate ring gear types, Arrow Precision flywheels are made using 

817M40 steel. They are machined straight from the core to give better weight 

distribution and wear characteristics. Finishes provide an extra performance layer in 

either polished QPQ tuftride or matte tuftride coatings.

Arrow Precision can engineer the perfect high performance flywheels, back plates and 

starter gears that you need to push performance to the extreme.

VALVE GUIDES
Consistent finishing and use of proven materials are key to performance. Arrow 

Precision valve guides are concentric to within 0.05mm ensuring there is no need for 

extra reaming or machining to determine a perfect fit.

Our high performance valve guides are primarily made from hard brass, colsibro and 

beryllium copper. Arrow hold all three in stock ready to manufacture, guaranteeing short 

lead times.

PRE GROUND SHIMS
Ultra-high quality tappet shims in top hat and biscuit types, manufactured to any size. 

Heat treated to maximum condition with excellent wear characteristics. Made from 

UK-sourced EN24 chromoly steel and stocked for immediate dispatch. Arrow 

Precision shims can be finish ground to any size in 0.025mm increments from 5mm 

down to 1.5mm or supplied semi-finished in a variety of workable pad-thicknesses.

“When we want to win, we use 
Arrow Precision components.” 
Tony Salloum, VAC Motorsports
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ARROW
PARTNERS

ARP are universally recognized as the world leader in motor sport fasteners. Their  

products have been used in just about every kind of competition from Rally to Drag  

racing. ARP is a highly diversified manufacturer with four factories in Southern California.

Today, ARP’s product line contains thousands of components and has expanded to 

include virtually every fastener found in an engine and driveline. These range from quality 

high performance OEM replacement parts to exotic specialty hardware used in  

Formula 1, IndyCar, NASCAR and NHRA drag racing to name but a few. They also offer 

a bespoke service which can identify and apply ARP’s fastener technology to a specific 

application or scenario.

Arrow Precision have been a distributor and end user of ARP products for many years 

and have forged a close relationship with the company to gain an intimate knowledge of 

the product, primarily through the use of their fasteners in Arrow rods.

Echoing the values of quality and service that the ARP name stands for, Arrow offer the 

entire range of ARP products via our website and hold hundreds of popular part  

numbers in stock for next day delivery.

Further information on ARP products is available on our website at 

www.arrowprecision.com.

http://shop.arrowprecision.com/catalogsearch/advanced/result/?manufacturer=4
http://arp-bolts.com/
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Our Sales Department can be contacted during normal office opening hours between 9am - 5pm 
GMT. Alternatively you can email or fax us at the details below. 

You can purchase many of our stock items and the complete range of ARP products via Arrow’s 
online-store. On the website you will also find online request forms to enquire about custom 
crankshafts, connecting rods and cam-followers plus regularly updated stock lists and news 
covering all aspects of our business. Information on all of our products including technical 
information on component care can also be found.

Arrow Precision Engineering Limited are an ISO9002 Accredited Company.

http://arrowprecision.com
http://www.arrowprecision.com
http://www.arrowprecision.com
mailto:enquiries%40arrowprecision.com?subject=enquiry
http://shop.arrowprecision.com/arp.html
http://arrowprecision.com

